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About the Booklet
This book contains sessions and activities from soccer coaches and trainers from
across the world. Previous compilations were put together in the last 4 years. The
intent is to compile sessions and activities for coaches to share, adapt, and implement.
I encourage you to follow all of these contributors as they all add value to the game.
Thank you to all of these coaches for allowing us to share their sessions and activities.
This book is for coaches of all ages, genders, levels, etc. Be sure to adapt where you
see fit for the needs of your players.
Thank you to everyone who has encouraged me to continue developing as a coach.
Shout out to our club, Cincinnati United Soccer Club/CUP (@cincyunited), and all of our
players, trainers, coaches, directors, parents, referees, and volunteers.
As always, special thank you to my family and friends for always inspiring me.
All the best,
- Bobby Puppione
Twitter: @bobbypup
Email: bobbypuppione@yahoo.com
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Building Out Of The Back Part I and II
Date: Dec 13, 2016

Team: Latronica U-17 MNT

Duration: 95 min

Setup: Phase 1 - Building through the back four (2,3,4,5) and the holding
mid elder (6) without an opposition. Diagram shows a goal kick, GK plays short
to the right central defender (4) who has pulled away from the mannequin, the
#4 plays it back to the GK, GK plays a central ball to the holding mid elder (6)
who has checked away from the mannequin at an angle, the #6 plays out of
pressure to the left defender (3), the #3 nishes the buildup by playing the ball
back to the coach. Continue phase 1 with additional patterns for 15-20 minutes.
Instructions: Create as many game related scenarios for the GK to advance the
ball out of the back. Di erent scenarios could include: goal kicks, the coach
driving a ball into the box and GK builds from there, or #2 or 3 serves a cross
into the box and GK builds from there. Must connect at least ve passes before
the ball is circulated back to the coach.
Coaching Points: Recognizing the most appropriate option with the least
amount of risk, choosing the correct method and technique of the distribution.
Realistic ball movement, speed of play, speed of thought.

1

15 min

Def 1/3
Setup: Phase 2 - 6V3 in defensive third- Building through the (2,3,4,5,6), the
central mid elder (8) and attacking mid elder (10).
Instructions: Diagram shows the coach driving a ball into the GK's hands, the GK
plays short to the 4 who gives it back, the GK then switches the point of attack to
the number 5 who nds the holding mid elder. The number 6 receives the ball
on the half turn and plays wide to the number 3 who connects with a penetrating
number 8. Must connect at least ve passes in the defensive third before you can
advance the ball to the number 8 or 10. Continue di erent scenarios for 15-20
minutes.
Coaching Points: Breaking the oppponent's rst line of pressure, switching the
point of attack, good starting positions, reading how and where the three
attackers are pressing.
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15 min

Def 1/2
Setup: Phase 3 - 9V5 (6V3 in defensive third and 4V2 in the mid eld third)
Instructions: Diagram shows the GK playing short to the #5 who is under
pressure and plays it back one touch. GK changes the point of attack with a long
driven ball to #2. The #2 lays it back to the #4 who breaks the line of pressure
with a penetrating ball to the #6 on the fth pass. #6 turns and follows his pass
into the mid eld zone. #10 lays back to #6, out to the #8 who nds the neutral
player and then back to the coach on the fth pass. Must connect ve passes in
the defensive third and then ve passes in the mid eld third before nding the
coach. Continue di erent scenarios for 15-20 minutes.
Coaching Points: All previous coaching points plus nding the right opportunity
to play into the mid eld, mid elders must open up the space and make the two
defenders work defensively. Establish a strong buildup and relationship between
the defenders and mid elders.
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15 min

Def 1/2
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Building Out Of The Back Part I and II
Date: Dec 13, 2016

Team: Latronica U-17 MNT

Duration: 95 min

Setup: Phase 4 - 4V2 inside the 30X30 yard box shown in red. Both outside
backs, #2 and #3 are waiting on the sides of the grid to join the attack as shown.
6V3 in the nal third attacking at pace to goal (2,neutral,10,7,9,and 11 versus the
two central defenders and GK)
Instructions: 4V2 inside the 30X30 yard grid, once they have connected ve
passes they must play to either the #2 or #3. The outside back must play a
penetrating ball into the #9 to initiate the attack in the nal third. The outside
back, neutral player and the #10 join the three forwards making it a 6V3 to goal.
No restrictions in the nal third, play continues until a goal is scored, ball goes
out of bounds or GK gains possession.
Coaching Points: Maintaining good possession in the mid eld. Advancing the
ball from the mid eld third to the nal third. Create numbers up situations by
encouraging the mid elders and outside back to get forward. Ball circulation,
combination play to goal, timing of runs in the box, and quality nishing.
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15 min

Att 1/2
Setup: Phase 5 - 4V2 inside the 30X30 yard box shown in red. Both outside
backs, #2 and #3 are waiting on the sides of the grid to join the attack as shown.
6V6 in the nal third attacking at pace to goal (2,neutral,10,7,9,and 11 versus the
back four, #6 holding mid elder and GK)
Instructions: 4V2 inside the 30X30 yard grid, once they have connected ve
passes they must play to either the #2 or #3. The outside back must play a
penetrating ball into the #9 to initiate the attack in the nal third. The outside
back, neutral player and the #10 join the three forwards making it a 6V6 to goal.
No restrictions in the nal third, play continues until a goal is scored, ball goes
out of bounds or GK gains possession.
Coaching Points: All previous coaching points plus focusing on how to create
chances on goal in an even numbers situation to goal (6V5 defenders plus a GK)
precise movements on and o the ball, creating 2v1 in wide areas, losing
defenders inside the box, aggressive runs in the box.
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15 min

Att 1/2
Setup: Final phase - 11V11+1 zonal play, middle zone is 30X30 yards square. 21
eld players plus 2 GKs. 2X10 minutes.
Instructions: Defensive zone is a 6V3 (GK,2,3,4,5 and the 6): Must connect ve
passes before advancing the ball to the mid eld zone. Mid eld zone is 4V2
(6,8,10 and the Neutral player): The holding mid elder #6 joins the area making
it a 4V2, ve passes must be connected before playing either the 2 or 3 into
space who eventually plays into the attacking third. The attacking third is a 6V6 (2
or 3,8,10,7,9,11) to goal: Once the outside back (2 or 3) has penetrated forward in
possession, an entry ball is played into one of the three attackers' feet while the
10 and neutral player join the attack making it a 6V6 to goal. No touch
restrictions in the nal third. If a goal is scored or the ball goes out of play, a new
ball is started with the opposing team's GK building out the other direction.
Coaching Points: Building out of the back, maintaining possession in the
mid eld, creating numbers up scenarios in the nal third, creating chances on
goal. Player spacing in all zones, good starting positions, accurate passing,
recognizing appropriately when to build and when to penetrate.
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20 min

Full Field
Created with Session Planner 4.0 | soccerspeci c.com

DEFEND LIKE BELLERÍN

AGES 8 TO 16+

Spot The Danger
This session centres on the defending team spotting where the danger is and moving
to block and force the danger away from goal. Defenders are locked to zones to help
with player positions. By David Clarke

WHY USE IT

This helps a defensive unit to cover
all areas across the back in front of
goal and not bunch up leaving
space behind.

The server plays a ball in each
time it goes out of play or a goal
is scored

Only one defender can
move in both zones
the other two must stay in
their zones

SET-UP
s
yd
15

You need balls, bibs, cones, a normal
goal and two target goals. Set up an
area 20 yards wide x 15 yards deep.
We used 7 players in the session.

s
20yd

The attacking team can
move anywhere in the area
to attack the main goal

HOW TO DO IT

Split your players into a defending
team of 3 players plus a goalkeeper
and three attacking players. The
attacking players try to score in the
normal goal against the goalkeeper
and can move in either of the two
zones. The defending team has a
player in each zone who must stay
in that zone and a player who can
go in either zone to double up the
defence. This will allow movement
and defender positions to be clearer
and help with the coaching points.
The defending team must try to
force play away staying in the zones
and if they win the ball they can
score in the small goals.

Here the defender moves
to cover the run from the
attacker doubling up with his
teammate

Now the attacking team
must retreat as there is
no way through with all the
defenders in support

TECHNIQUE

The moving defender must be ready
to support the two defenders in the
zones – speed and anticipation is
key to success.

The attacking team gets boxed
in and the defenders win the ball
and score a point in the target goal

Player movement
SoccerCoachWeekly.net

Ball movement

Run with ball

Shot
Issue 498

4

Possession Game Four
Theme: Developing Third Man Runs focusing on movements OFF the ball
beyond the opponents back four
Condition: Every time the ball is passed backwards a player has to run
forwards
Some of the best forward runs in soccer are deemed “third man runs” often made from a
position this is blind side of the opponents. A usual sequence is; a forward pass; a
backward pass, a forward run. A one, two; three; so to speak

Small side third man run game situation with end zones
The set up is as it would be in the attacking shape of a 4-2-3-1, so you can take this small
sided game to represent the 11 v 11 in a particular
area of the field making the same types of plays.
You can also use this for any team shape set up
you might use in an 8 v 8 or 11 v 11. If you play with
two striker s then play 7 v 7 and two up front for
example or even change the shape behind. To
begin to help provide a guide / signal for when to
make the 3rd man run we have a CONDITIONED
RULE: Everytime the ball is passed BACKWARDS,
another player must run forward and beyond the
ball. That would be the forward third man run we
are encouraging; and the player receiving the back
pass needs to see that run and mnake that pass
Coaching Points
a) Identifying the conditioned moment (a back
pass) to make the run
b) Identifying the conditioned moment to make
the pass
c) Timing; angle and weight of the pass off a
previous pass back
d) Timing and angle of the run to receive the
through ball
e) Encouraging more than one player making a
forward run to increase the options

WayneHarrison SoccerAwareness©
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Scoring: To score the player has to receive the pass as he or she is over the end line
within the end zone. Equate the first line on the end zone as the back four of the
opponents so you are timing the run to beat the back four
Timing: Going too early with the run and
they receive the pass in an offside
position. Weight of pass is so important
here also.
1. The ball is passed forward first, as
soon as it is passed back that is the
signal for a player; or players; to make
forward runs beyond the ball and beyond
the furthest forward player.
2. The third man run passing sequence
can also be started and end with the
same player such as here with (11) who
plays forward to (9) who drops the ball
back to (7) who plays the forward pass to
(11) making the blindside run.
INCLUDE GOALS AS AN END PRODUCT
1. The inside thick end line represents
the back four position of the opponents.
We need to build the attack and once
the ball is played back another player;
or players; makes the third man run off
the ball, in this case (8) and (11).
2. Set up like this you can have two
teams working on the same theme.
3. If you want to relate it to playing
against a back four you can bring your
own back four in and set it up as such;
as I have shown in the Phase of Play
next.

WayneHarrison SoccerAwareness©
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Created by Zachary Crawford
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TRAINING SESSION: EPD SUMMER CAMP- SESSION 2- STRIKING/FINISHING
Objectives
Improve player's ability to strike a ball by learning correct technique with the non-dominant foot.

Warm-Up Ball Striking
Coaching Points
Head up to see the fieldPrepare ball out of
v 12
foot (at an angle)Approach at a slight
angleHop onto support/plant footPlant foot
is beside ball (about the size of a ball or
smaller) and pointed in the direction of
your targetPrepare the surface (instep,
outside of foot)Lock ankle (make a fist
Intensity:
inside the boot)Load energy into back
swingKeep eye on the ball (not the target)To
20:00 min
keep shot low, keep body over the ballStrike
(10 x 01:00 min, 01:00 min rest) through the middle of the ballKeep knees
bent and over the ball on the
follow-throughLand on shooting footConsider
Accuracy over power
Description

Small-Sided 3v2 to 3v3 Shooting Gallery
12 v 18
1 large goal, 10 soccer
balls, 10 cones
Intensity: 7
20:00 min
(8 x 01:30 min, 01:00 min rest)

Coaching Points
Head up to recognize penetration
lanes.Prepare ball to positive space (away
from defender) to strike on goal.
Description
Arc of cones slightly outside of the 18 yard
box. Start with 3 attackers in middle
(11,9,7) versus two defenders (one GK/one
field player). Add another defender at 4th
interval to create more pressure.Supporting
players are on the outside of the arc and
will each have a ball who will pass into the
grid based on the three attackers
calling/showing for ball.3 attackers attempt
to get a strike on goal by shooting,

Expanded Small Sided 5v5 (3v1 to 3v1) to 2 Large Goals
12 v 18

Intensity: 8
25:00 min
(5 x 03:00 min, 02:00 min rest)

Coaching Points
Play with head up and keep ball moving to
create shooting opportunities.Be proactive
and look to create a shot by passing or
dribbling to get a better penetration
angle.Communicate with target player to
turn, shoot, or drop to help keep the ball
if a shooting option is not available.
Description
Field is 16 yards long by 44 yards wide with
cones across 18 and 2 large goals.Extra
balls are placed beside the goal.3 blue
attackers (11,10, 7) play against one red
defender in their half of the field. No
player can leave the grid to start. On the

7v7 to 9v9 Match
22 Players
2
Intensity: 7
30:00 min
(3 x 08:00 min, 02:00 min rest)
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Coaching Points
Look for breakdowns where players are not
proactive or shoot from poor
angles/distance.
Description
Full Field or on half field. Extra balls
spread out around the field. 7v7 (1-2-1-3)
to 9 v9 (1-3-2-3)Full FIFA Rules apply.

Created by Adrian Parrish

Last Update: Sep 15, 2016

TRAINING SESSION: MIDFIELDERS ROLES WHILE BUILDING UP FROM YOUR OWN HALF
Goal
To improve the midfielders understanding of recognizing when and where to support their team mates while the team is
building up from the defensive half. Working on the timing and supporting angles as well as keeping the ball circulating
so that the team can penetrate. Help the midfielders to work in unison with each other so that they can stretch the

Improve Midfield Passing & Support Play
6 Players
Cones, Balls, Vests
Intensity: 5
10:00 min
(3 x 01:00 min, 00:30 min rest)

Coaching Points
Weight of pass needs to be firm and played
fastMovement of body, shape the body up to
receive the ball and play the way you are
facingScan the field, be looking for the
next passTry to play the deepest midfield
first
Description
Set Up grid approximately 16 yards x 22
yards. Two cones approximately 3 yards apart
are placed in the middle of the grid.4
players on the outside. One players on each
side of the grid, the players must keep
moving up and down the perimeter. 2 players

Improve Midfield Passing & Support Play Stage II
7v2
Cones, Balls, Vests
Intensity: 5
15:00 min
(3 x 01:30 min, 01:00 min rest)

Coaching Points
Midfielders vacate the space and try to play
in between the defendersSpeed of the pass,
try to play 1-2 touchMidfielders need to
scan the field.Movement and support of the
players on the outside needs to be opposite
of what the central players do.Players on
the outside need to guide and instruct the
central players on what to doNever stop
moving, always offer good supporting angles
(distance and timing)
Description
7v2 or 6v1. If playing with seven players on
the attacking team, place two in the middle

Midfielders Roles in the Buildup Phase Of Play
8v7
Goals, Vests, Balls
Intensity: 7
20:00 min
(3 x 05:00 min, 01:30 min rest)

Coaching Points
* The #2 #3 make the field wide as does the
#7 #11* #6 drops in a little to try and
receive the ball.* Midfielders have to work
opposite each each, never be on the same
line and avoid square passes.* Scan the
field, looking to switch the play.* # 8
needs to make the field long (stretch the
field)* Encourage the #6 and #8 to play with
a one-two touch rhythm, but always be
looking to support the ball and get on the
ball
Description
8 Attacking Players (playing with 1 GK, #3

9v9 Midfield Play
9v9
Cones, Balls, Vests, Goals
Intensity: 6
20:00 min
(2 x 08:00 min, 02:00 min rest)
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Coaching Points
Looking to create passing patterns using the
midfield in the build up.* Midfielders can
not be on the same line* Try to play the
high midfield target* Keep moving off to
receive the ball at angles* Players need to
be scanning the field to receive the second
pass* Timing of Runs and Pass
Description
9v9 on a 80 - 55. Team 1 Plays in a
1-3-2-3Team 2 Plays in a 1-3-3-2. Normal
FIFA Rules
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Attacking/Defending Transition
Category: Tactical: Penetration
Difficulty: Difficult

Joe DeMay, Faribault, United States of America
Individual-Young Member

I-Warm Up (15 mins)
16 field players full contact, 1 player light contact (cannot be
tackled), 2 no contact (bumpers/outside neutrals/servers only)
3 GKs
All players warm up with following:
Foam rollers/lacrosse balls
Bands
Dynamic warm up (could be incorporated into next phase if
desired)

3v3/1v1+4 PP w/Transition (30 mins)
One grid 36x18 split into two grids
In one grid 3v3+3
In opposite grid 1v1+1
Objective 3v3+3 grid attempts to possess ball and play into
opposite half of grid
Rules for transporting can vary:
Can allow players in grid to dribble or restrict them to passing only
Can allow neutral players to play across (can require that to be
one touch)
Can allow only players inside grid to play across
Can allow central players to drift into opposite gride to provide
option
Can allow central players to play wide neutrals across into
opposite grid
Can require when neutral players in opposite grid are played ball
must play one touch
Coaching Points:
Structure of team in possession
Positional relationship of central playes with neutral players
Body shape & vision of attacking players to be able to play into opposite grid
Timing of runs into opposite gride by central and/or wide players if permitted
Recognition of opportunities to break pressure to get into opposite grid if permitted
Reading defensive cues to press or sit deeper to protect gaps into opposite grid
Movement of 1v1 players in opposite grid to receive ball & positional relationship with target player
Speed of support into opposite grid, both attacking and defending
Obivously not all of these coaching points would be relevant in one session, but exercise can be adapted to achieve multiple training
objectives.

3v2/4v3 Transition (20 mins)
Field 30x30
2 teams of 8
Green team starts attacking with three players, Red defends with
two
When Green scores, ball goes out of touch or Red GK holds ball
Red immediately adds to players to attack 4 v 3 (if ball is out of
play, player on one of the post must dribble or pass into grid to
restart play)
If Green wins the ball back during 4v3 stage then they have 5
seconds to score a goal or round ends
Start next round with Red attacking 3v2, Green countering 4v3
Coaching Points:
Creating/exlpointing overloads in the attack
Shrinking field and eliminating options defensively
Recognizing transitional moments to change numbers in game
Take advantage of turnovers to counter

4v4/5v5 +2 Transition (20 mins)
Field space 50x35, two grids of 25x35
Two teams of 8 + 2 neutral wide players (Megan & Ana)
In one half of grid 3 Green v 3 Red + 2 Wide Neutrals
In other half of grid 1 Green v 1 Red
Teams play 3v3 in one gride, Green going to goal, Red defending.
Both teams can use Neutrals
When Red wins ball they attempt to play into other grid & both
teams transitioning to make it 3v3
Neutrals transition to opposite grid as well
Game 2:30min x 6
Add additional player to each team to play 4v4+2/1v1
Game 4min x 4
Coaching points:
Transitional play both attacking and defending
Use of neutral players to create overloads
Defensive decision making when ball is with neutral players
(close ball or be compact to defend cross)
Recognition by target player to check/hold play up or stretch defender to create space behind run
1v1 defending in opposite grid

Thank you for downloading the book and for sharing
with others. Be sure to follow all of the
contributors from this book.
Good luck to all!
- Bobby Puppione
@bobbypup

